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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Trim two pieces of Diamond cardstock to 8.5”x 11” for 
layout base. Cut two 8.5”x 3” pieces of Village paper (red 
dot side). Adhere along bottom edge.

2 Punch two 8.5” scallop borders from Village paper (red dot 
side). Trim to .75” tall and adhere 1.75” from top edge.

3 Cut two 8.5”x 6” pieces of Paper 12 (aqua side). Adhere 
2.75” from bottom edge.

4 Cut a 6”x 12” piece of Icicles paper (floral side). Cut again 
to create two 6”x 6” squares. Cut each square diagonally to 
create two triangles. Adhere two triangles along top edge 
and two triangles along bottom edge as shown.

5 Print four 3”x 5”photos. Adhere in a row across layout, .25” 
from left and right edges and 2.75” from top edge.

6 Trim snowflake lined tag from kit printables. Punch a hole 
at the top. Using kit cut files, electronically cut Winter from 
Village paper (red dot side) at 3” wide. Use die-cut word 
and Thickers to create title on tag.

7 Using kit stamps with dark green ink, stamp WONDERLAND 
below die-cut Winter on lined tag. Adhere tag centered 
horizontally between two left photos, 3.125” from top edge.

8 Trim pink FUN IN THE SNOW tag from Wonderland paper. 
Punch a hole at top. Adhere centered horizontally between 
two right photos, 3.25” from top edge.

9 Select greenery journaling tag from ephemera pack. 
Add journaling and adhere using dimensional adhesive, 
centered below snowflake lined tag, overlapping by .5”.

0 Select gold greenery journaling tag from ephemera pack. 
Using kit stamps with dark green ink, stamp ADVENTURE in 
center of tag. Add date, if desired.

double layout instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)

WINTER WONDERLAND (17x11)
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1.75” from top edge and 1.5” right of center seam. Adhere 
one tucked under PEACE, LOVE, BRRR! ephemera.

y Select red robin from sticker sheet. Adhere above Thickers 
on title tag.

u Select pine tree from sticker sheet. Adhere to right edge of 
date tag.

i Select WARM & COZY sticker from sticker sheet. Adhere to 
left edge of left photo, just above sled. Select JOY sticker 
from sticker sheet. Adhere to right edge of right photo, just 
above NORTH LODGE tag.

o Adhere three snowflake sequins to layout using dimensional 
adhesive: one at bottom left corner of sled, one at top right 
corner of title tag, and one tucked under top of PEACE, 
LOVE, BRRR! ephemera.

p Adhere two acrylic stars to layout, one below BUNDLED UP 
stamp, and one below date tag.

{ Adhere date tag with dimensional adhesive, centered below 
pink tag, overlapping bottom edge by .125”.

} Select sled and BUNDLED UP pieces from ephemera pack. 
Punch a small hole in top right corner of sled. Adhere to 
layout with dimensional adhesive to left of journaling tag.

q Select snow globe and winter gala ticket from ephemera 
pack. Punch a small hole at top of snow globe. Adhere to 
layout with dimensional adhesive to right of journaling tag.

w Select COZY tag and PEACE, LOVE, BRRR! pieces from 
ephemera pack. Adhere to layout with dimensional 
adhesive to left of date tag.

e Select cream snowflake and NORTH LODGE ticket from 
ephemera pack, punching a small hole in both pieces. 
Adhere to layout with dimensional adhesive to right of 
journaling tag.

r Cut four 3” pieces of baker’s twine, tying a knot at each end. 
Thread each piece through holes punched into ephemera 
pieces and loop as shown, adhering with liquid glue.

t Select five snowflake stickers from sticker sheet. Adhere one 
to top edge of left photo. Adhere one to bottom corner 
of snow globe with dimensional adhesive. Adhere one .5” 
from top edge and .5” left of center seam. Adhere one 
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1 Trim Red Devil cardstock to 8.5”x 11” for layout base. Trim 
Paper 6 (stripe side) to 8”x 10”. Adhere Paper 6 (stripe side) 
to layout, .25” from top edge.

2 Adhere 8” of washi tape along bottom edge of striped 
paper.

3 Cut a 6” circle from Paper 4 (green plaid side). Adhere to 
layout, centered horizontally and 1.5” from top edge.

4 Print a 3”x 5” photo. Matte onto Diamond cardstock and 
trim with a .125” border on all sides. Adhere centered on 
plaid circle with dimensional adhesive.

5 Trim out green #HOLIDAYS tab from kit printables. Adhere  
vertically on right edge of photo as shown.

6 Using kit stamps with dark red ink, stamp snowflakes around 
plaid circle: once at top left corner and twice at bottom 
right corner of circle.

7 Using kit cut files, electronically cut 12 boughs from both 
Guacamole and Sparkle cardstock. Adhere in a circular 
wreath around plaid circle, beginning with aqua boughs, 
and topping with green boughs. For extra dimension, 
adhere selected boughs with dimensional adhesive.

SANTA LOVE (8.5x11)

    (cont’d)
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8 Select pink border journaling tag from ephemera pack and 
type or write journaling. Adhere to bottom left corner of 
plaid circle using dimensional adhesive, slightly overlapping 
photo, and layering some wreath boughs on top of right 
edge.

9 Select gold snowflake and pink merry star from ephemera 
pack. Tuck gold snowflake under top edge of journaling, 
adhering with dimensional adhesive. Tuck star slightly 
under top right edge of photo and adhere with dimensional 
adhesive.

0 Select holly and poinsettia stickers from sticker sheet. 
Adhere with dimensional adhesive at top left corner and 
bottom right corner of wreath, tucking them slightly in 
between boughs.

{ Select red bow from sticker sheet. Adhere at top center 
of wreath with dimensional adhesive. Select red and pink 
ornaments from sticker sheet. Adhere on right side of 
wreath with dimensional adhesive.

} Select peppermint candy from sticker sheet. Adhere at 
bottom of wreath. Select BELIEVE white sticker from sticker 
sheet. Adhere at top left edge of photo.

q Use Thickers to spell out title, centered below wreath. 
Adhere gold love sticker slightly overlapping, using small 
pieces of dimensional adhesive to support bottom portions 
of sticker.

w Embellish layout with gold gems.

photo
3x5

title
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1 Cut an A2 card base from Guacamole cardstock.

2 Cut Snowy Floral paper (diamond side) to 5.25”x 4” and 
adhere centered to card base.

3 Using the kit stamps with embossing ink, stamp snowflakes 
.75” from top edge and .25” from left edge. Emboss using a 
copper metallic embossing powder and heat set.

4 Cut a 5.25”x .5” piece of Paper 8 (red side). Adhere .5” from 
bottom edge.

5 Select PEACE, LOVE, JOY tag from ephemera pack. Thread 
a small piece of red baker’s twine through hole and knot. 
Adhere to card front at a slight angle, .625” from right edge 
and .25” from bottom edge.

6 Select large floral piece from ephemera pack. Cut two small 
slits using sharp scissors on either side of poinsettia flower 
and adhere along left side of tag, allowing leaves to remain 
on top.

step-by-step card instructions

PEACE LOVE JOY CARD (5.5x4.25)

7 Select white flower from sticker sheet. Adhere to bottom 
right corner of tag, allowing greenery to overlap tag.

8 Select acorn from sticker from sticker sheet. Adhere to card 
overlapping white flower, tucking slightly under tag. 
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designer & kit cut files
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Meghann Andrew
is wife to a Brit and 

mother to a former 

micro-preemie girl who 

is now a happy, healthy 

four-year-old. Before 

becoming a stay-at-

home mother, she was an 

interior designer for the hospitality industry, and she 

has used her knowledge of design to drive most of 

her creative decisions. 

Meghann loves to capture life with her camera and 

make beautiful creations with those photos. She cur-

rently teaches two scrapbooking classes at Big Picture 

Classes and is the Classroom and Blog Coordinator 

for Elle’s Studio.

Besides documenting life, Meghann loves to be in the 

kitchen cooking and baking for the people she loves.  

She confesses to drinking way too much coffee, is 

completely addicted to National Public Radio, and 

feels very blessed with the life she’s been given!

See more of Meghann’s work at:

www.meghannandrew.com To download these exclusive cut files, please visit: 

www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctwinter19-let-it-snow   ONLINE
BONUS


